e-Learning on IndianaHistory.org

- Visit www.destination-indiana.com to explore thousands of images organized in hundreds of topical journeys – our portal to the past. Your students can search the site by name, keyword search or by clicking on a state map. Every county is represented in this ever-expanding educational site. Students can even export images to use to make their own journeys.
- Browse our Indiana Bicentennial Minute videos to see one-minute spots about Indiana history narrated by Hoosier Jane Pauley. Topics explore the people, places and events that shape our state.
- Download our Indiana Avenue Monopoly game for some hands-on learning in your classroom or home.
- For some laughs, go to our Hot Pepper History YouTube playlist and watch our staff members struggle through important stories in Indiana history after eating hot peppers.
- Explore Indiana history with your students by topic or chronologically in our award-winning book, Hoosiers and the American Story. Our topical curriculum guides can enhance your teaching. Each topic includes suggested search terms for our online library catalog, downloadable curriculum and corresponding chapters in Hoosier and the American Story.
- Currently, more than 70,000 digital images are available for research on the IHS website, with more added every week. The Preservation Imaging Lab scans materials covering a variety of subjects and formats. These digital images constitute only a small percentage of the more than 1.7 million photographs in the IHS collection. Search our digital collections from wherever you are!
- Hoosiers have a long history of statewide and national accomplishments in a variety of areas and disciplines. Notable Hoosiers provides a list of people with a connection to the Hoosier State who has made big impacts on the world. Some names include links to images and/or biographical essays.
- Checkout the Indiana Historical Society Blog and INDepth Stories for more!